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INTRODUCTION 
An ordinary differential equation with time lag (also called functional 
differential equ tion) differs from those without lag in that he derivative of 
a solution function ata given time tmay depend upon some of the values of 
the solution on a preceding interval, which may be infinite. Our discussion 
will be restricted to intervals [t - Y, t], where r > 0 is a fixed constant. 
For notational purposes, let En be a complex n-dimensional linear vector 
space with norm 1 - ! and let C = C([--r, 01, En) be the space of continuous 
functions mapping [--I, 0] into En with the uniform topology; that is, if p 
is in C, then the norm of 9 is defined by/( v /I = sup-rsegO ]~(0) (. If x is 
a continuous f nction mapping [-Y, T), T > 0 into En, then for any t in [0, T) 
we define xtin C by the relation ~~(0) = x(t + 0), --T < 8 < 0. 
In this paper, we consider functional differential equations ofthe form 
$t) = &t) + N(t, “yt , p), (1) 
where L(v) is linear inv, and N(t, q, II) is a perturbation term which for 
small q and p is small relative to the linear part. A continuous function 
~(a, a): [u - Y, T) + En, 7 > u, is a solution of (1) with initial v ue p, at o 
if ~,(a, p)= 9 and (1) is satisfied by ~(a, v)(t) for tin [a, 7). 
If N(t, v, p) is T-periodic in t, we give necessary and sufficient co ditions 
for the existence of aT-periodic solution of (1) which in the first approxima- 
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tion reduces toa T-periodic solution of the linear equation. These conditions 
are given in terms of a set of bifurcation equations or determining equations 
involving a finite number of parameters, the number of equations a dparam- 
eters coinciding with the number of linearly independent T-periodic 
solutions f the unperturbed equation k(t) = L(.r,). Thetheory represents 
an extension todelay equations ofthe method used by Cesari and Hale 
(see [I]) for ordinary differential equ tions, andthe extension s accomplished 
by using results ofHale [2] concerning the geometrical structure of the 
solutions f the unperturbed equation i the phase space C. 
In Section I, we summarize the theory of linear systems given in [2]. 
All of this material is not necessary for the bifurcation theory for (l), but is 
necessary for the solution of a bifurcation problem in a particular equation. 
The method is developed for nonautonomous equations i  Section IIand the 
autonomous equation istreated inSection III. Making use of some results 
of Stokes [.?I and Shimanov [4] on the theory of periodic linear equations 
with time lag, we show in Section IVhow the basic procedure can be used 
to determine the asymptotic stability of a periodic solution. To illustrate 
that he method can be applied tospecific equations, twoexamples are given 
in Section V.
We must remark that Halanay, in[6], Section 4.12, states a theorem similar 
to our Theorem 2. We think, though, that our approach gives a better insight 
into the nature of the problem. 
I. THE LINEAR EQUATION 
In this ection wesummarize the parts of the theory in [2] of autonomous 
linear equations which are relevant to his tudy. For autonomous equations, 
it is no restriction o take the initial time uto be zero, and in this case we 
shall write the solution as x(v) rather than x(0, v). 
Consider the equation 
Ii(t) = L(u,) Ef j” [d?@)] f+(e), (2) 
-r 
where ~(0) is an n x IZ matrix of functions of bounded variation on [-r, 01. 
It is well know that (2) has a unique solution defined for tin [O, co) for any 
initial value p in C at zero (see Krasovskii [5], or Halanay [6]). Define the 
semigroup ofbounded linear operators u(t): C --t C by 
that is, for each t > 0, T > 0, u(t) is a bounded linear operator satisfying 
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U(t + 7) = U(t)U(r). The clamacteristic oalues (or ezgenwlues) of (2) are 
defined tobe the roots of the characteristic equation 
det AI - ( (3) 
We refer the reader to [2] for the proofs of the following statements: 
There are only a finite number of roots of (3) in any half plane Re z > y, 
and each of these roots has a finite multiplicity. If A has multiplicity K, then 
there are k linearly independent solutions f (2) of the form y(t) = p(t)eAt, 
where p(t) is a polynomial with coefficients in En of degree ,< K - 1. By 
restricting sucha set of K functions to [-r, 01, we obtain a basis @ of a 
subspace P(h) of C of dimension K which is invariant wi h respect tothe 
flow defined bythe differential equation; that is, with respect toU(t). The 
subspace P(h) will be referred to as the generalized eigenspace of A. In P(A) 
the solutions are given by U(t)@ = @.F, @(I?) = @(O)Ps, --r < 8 < 0, 
where B is a K x K constant matrix with h as its only eigenvalue. In each 
eigenspace th solutions canbe defined for t in (-co, co). Notice also that 
B is easily obtained directly from the differential equ tion. 
If A = {A,} is a finite s t of eigenvalues we define the generalized eigenspace 
associated o A as the space spanned by bases of the P(hJ, which are linearly 
independent, andwe denote this pace by P(A). If q is an element of P(A) 
we have 
ut(p) = U(+p = of+, q~ = @b, (4) 
where @ is a basis for P(A), and B is a constant matrix. This shows that in 
Z’(A) the behavior fthe solution is the same as for an ordinary differential 
equation with constant coefficients. 
If L is a real functional (L:C -+ R”) then the characteristic rootsoccur in 
conjugate pairs. IfA contains with Xits conjugate 1 we can choose @ and B 
to be real. 
There is a subspace Q(A) which is complementary to P(A) and also 
invariant u der the operator U(t) for t3 0. Thus, every element v of C is 
uniquely expressible in the form 
qJ = ps + q-J*, (5) 
where PP, FQ belong to P(A), Q(A), respectively. The functions qp, TQ will 
be referred to as the projections of q on P(A), Q(A), respectively. 
The explicit haracterization of Q(A)may be obtained from the following 
equation, k own as the adjoint to (2) 
e’(s) = -JO [d+(e)] w(s - e), s G 0, (6) 
--r 
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(7’ is the transpose of T), and its associated characteristic equation 
det hl ( (7) 
The solutions f (3) and (7) are the same. A solution f(6) is uniquely 
determined bygiving an initial condition # in C([O, Y], En)“!’ C* at 0, and 
integrating (6) for s< 0. To any v in C and # in C* we associate th bilinear 
form (#, v) defined by
($4 ‘PI = VW) 9x0) - j” je #‘(t - w?u91 do a* (8) --7 0
If @ is a basis for P(n) and Y is a basis for P*(A) (the generalized eigenspace 
of /l in C*), then (Y, @) = ((tii, vk)) is nonsingular, and by changing the 
bases, itcan be taken as the identity matrix. Let us then assume 
(Y, @) = I. (9) 
Condition (9) implies that Y(T) = Y(0)e-B’r, 0 < 7 < I, where B is given 
in (4). 
The space Q(n) is characterized by 
Q(4 = {P E c: (Y, v) = 01, 
and we have pS = @(Y, (p). 
Consider now the nonhomogeneous equation 
40 = W,) +m (11) 
f(t) continuous. If X(t) is the 1z x n matrix whose columns are the solutions 
for t > --I of equation (2) with X(t) = 0 for t in C-Y, 0), and X(0) = 1, 
the identity matrix, then we have the following representation (variation of 
parameters formula) for the solutions f (11) with initial v ue (p at Q (see 
Halanay [a, [A and Hale-Perello [8]: 
x(t) = u(t - 4 ~(0) + j" -V - df(d T, t >, 0, (I (12) 
x(0 + 0) = da 8 E [-Y, 01. 
It is shown in [S] that, byprojecting Xs on P and Q as indicated previously; 
that is, by taking X,P = @(Y, Xs) = @Y’(O), Xso = X0 - Xsp, Eq. (12) 
can be decomposed asfollows: 
xtp(e) = u(t - u) (p’(e) + jt u(t - T) xoP(e)j(~) dT, teR 
* 
(13) 
x,0(e) = U(t - ‘=I ‘P’(e) + j’ u(t - 7) xo’(e)f(T> dT> t k 0, D 
where X, stands for U(t)Xo . 
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Notice that we are extending the application of the operator U(t) to the 
functions X0 , Xop, X0* which are not continuous. This is fully justified 
because ofthe existence anduniqueness of olutions with these initial v ues. 
From now on, in order to abreviate, we will not write the 0 when using these 
formulas. 
II. THE NONAUTONOMOUS EQUATION 
The purpose of this ection isto give necessary and sufficient co ditions 
for the existence of T-periodic solutions (periodic solutions f period T) of 
the equation 
2(t) = -q-q) + Ai@, XZ’t , p), (14) 
where L is, as in (2), a bounded linear functional in C, and N(t, p, p) fulfills 
the following conditions i  the region R x C, x [-p. , po], CR = {q~ in C: 
11 IJI I( < H}, for some H, p. :- 0: 
(i) N(t, v, p) is continuous in (t, V, P), 
(ii) N(t, 0, 0) = 0, 
for vl, v2 in C, , 0 < p < H and for some continuous function 7 defined in
[0, ps] x [0, H], 77 nondecreasing in / p / and p and such that ~(0, 0) = 0. 
The conditions above ensure locally the existence and uniqueness of
a solution for any p in [-pa , ps] and any initial v ue v in C’, at a time uin R. 
If we do not leave CH, , HI < H, for any t, then the solution is defined for 
all t > 0. If for some p we have Q(F) = v, xt(v) E C, for tE [0, T], then 
we can take ~~(9) to be T-periodic forall t in R. 
We are going to give conditions u der which (14) has T-periodic solutions 
which tend to T-periodic solutions f its linear part (2) when p tends to zero. 
In order to do this we need some results on the existence of periodic solutions 
of the nonhomogeneous linear equation (11). Let A be the set of all charac- 
teristic roots of (2) which are integral multiples of 2x-i/T and assume that 
the dimension p of P(A) equals the sum of the multiplicities of these roots 
(simple elementary divisors). P(A) consists of all elements ofC which are 
initial v ues ofT-periodic solutions f (2). \\ ‘e suppose here and throughout 
this ection that he space C is decomposed asin Section I as P(A) + Q(A), 
and if for each fixed t, s( is in C’, then .vt = @y(t) + x1*, y(t) = (Y, xt). 
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Under the above hypothesis and for f(t) continuous and T-periodic 
we have 
LEMMA 1. A necessary ndsuficient condition that here exists a CJI such that 
xf = U(t) p + j-” U(t - T) X,~(T) dr 
0 
is T-periodic, is that 
(1% 
I 
= U(-T) Xopf(7) d7= 0. (16) 
0 




e-BTy*(a, f )(T) dT = a, 
and the function x:(a, f) - U(t)@a is a continuous linear functional offin the 
space of T-periodic functions ful$lling (16) with the sup norm. 
Proof. By projecting (15) on P and Q we obtain Eq. (13). Since A+’ = 
@y(t), (Y, Xop) = U’(O), the first ofthese quations is equivalent to 
y(t) = eBtyo + 1” @(f-T)y’(0) f TdT. 
0 
Condition (16) is equivalent to s,’ e-B7vY’(0) f TdT = 0, since U( -T)X,~ = 
@e-V”(O). Therefore, from the theory of ordinary differential equations, 
relation (16) is necessary and sufficient for y(t) to be T-periodic forsome y. . 
If (16) is satisfied, theny*(a, f )( t) = eBt(a + g(t)), where g(t) is given by 
g(t) = 1: e-BTy’(o) f(T) dT - f IT I0 e-&y’(O) f(T) dT do. 
0 0 
Obviously, y*(a, f)(t) - eBt ais a continuous linear function ff. 
The second projection x$Qof (15) is T-periodic if and only if r+Q satisfies 
(I - U(T)) rpQ = j-r U( T - T) &,*f(T) dT. 
0 
On the other hand, I- U(T) has a continuous inverse onQ since (I - U(T)) 
PQ = 0 if and only if 9 Q = 0, and U(T) has only point spectrum (some 
iterate ofit is compact). Thus, v* is uniquely defined and is linear and 
continuous in f. This implies x?Q is uniquely defined, and is a continuous 
linear function ff. 
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Since 
$wf, - U(t) @a = @[y*(a,f)(t) - e%] + x;“Q(u,f), 
this completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
In the proof of Lemma 1, we observed that (16) is equivalent to Jg‘Y’(7) 
f(~) dT = 0, Y(T) = Y(O)eB+. S ince Y is a basis for the T-periodic solutions 
of the equation adjoint to(2), it follows that (15) has a T-periodic solution 
if and only if Jt ~‘(t)f(t) dt = 0 for all T-periodic solutions v(t) of the 
equation adjoint to(2). 
Let 2 denote the space of the continuous T-periodic functions f R into C
with the norm j( 5IIE = SUP,,,~~;~ tt 11, where ft is the value of 5 at t. Let 
8: 2’ -+ 2 be the projection operator defined by
fi(t), = $ j=@t+‘(Y, 5,) dr = ; jT U(t - T) trP d7. 
0 0 
For any (1, p, 0 <: OL < 1, 0 < p < H, and for any a E E* fulfilling 
11 @es” a /iI: < a~, we denote by Zg,, the following subset of Zz 
The value of 01 will be held fixed throughout the whole reasoning. 
For Eq. (14) we obtain the following result: 
LEMMA 2. There xists p1> 0, p > 0 such that for every a E Ep with 
iJ @P” u II= ,( crp there xists a unhpe 6 = [(a, p) in &, satisfying the 
reluti4m 
(17) 
for every p with 1 p / < p1 . Furthermore, t(u, p) is continuous in (a, p). 
Proof. For any 1 in Z substituted for 5in the right-hand si e of (17), we
obtain an expression of the form (15) with X,(e) f (T) replaced by
h(T, ‘t5, P) = x,(e) N(T, 6, > CL) - f j’ u(T - s) xop(@ N(s, 5s , PL) ds. 
0 
(18) 
The function h(r, *, 4, p) is continuous on [-r, 0) and has a jump discon- 
tinuity at0. The validity of the application of U(t) to h, for t 2 0 follows 
because U(t) is linear nd is defined onX0 and all elements ofP(A). On the 
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other hand, all the arguments u ed in the proof of Lemma 1 can be applied 
here, and as we have that 
1 = 
-To 
j- q--7) [X,IV(T, 5,) /L) - f IT U(T - s) XoW(s, 5,) cc) ds] dT = 0, 
0 
we conclude for each aE ED the existence of aunique t*(a, 4, CL) in Z satis- 
fying (15) with Xo(e)f(~) replaced by (18), and it is continuous in t.~. 
Let us define the operator .F(a, II) from .Z into Z by 
-W4 PM = (*(a, 5, P). (19) 
The fixed points of %(a, p) coincide with the solutions f (17). 
We will show now that, for CL, p small enough, F(a, p) maps 2& into 
itself and is a contraction. C sequently here is a unique lement in C,,, 
fixed under s(a, CL). It is obvious that Q(F(a, P)([))~ = @Pta. From 
Lemma 1 and relation (18), there is a constant K such that 
II *(a, d(1) - @@” a IIE d 2Kll45, P) 112, 
where ~(5, p) stands for the element ofZ defined by ~~(5, p)(e) = N(t + 19, 
{t+e, p), --I < 0 < 0. From here we obtain at once 
II w4 P>(5) Ilz < b + wit P Iv PIP + 4 P I)), 
where K is continuous, increasing a dK(O) = 0. By choosing t.~, p in such 
a way that X(7( ICL I, PIP + 4 P I)) < H - 4 we ensure that $(a, p)(5) 
belongs toZamP .The contracting property isobtained bynoticing that here 
exists a constant k such that 
/I s@, d(5) - *(a, PK’) IIz G MI P I, P)II 5 - 5’ III . 
It is enough to take p1 rnd p so as to make 6, = kq(l p1 I, p) < 1 and equal 
or less than the value previously elected. Hence there is a unique lement 
t(a, CL) of 2Yaa.P such that 
5(a, II) = Sk4 kW(4 II)). (20) 
From the continuity of F(a, p), and from the contracting property it
follows that ((a, p) is continuous on (a, II). If77 does not depend on p, then 
the result isgood for any p. 
THEOREM 1. If for some particular ( ,p) fiLlfilling the requirements of 
Lemma 2 it happens that [(a, p), the solution of (17), sat&-& the relation 




then thefunction x(a, p) defined by x(a, p)(t + 0) = tt(a, p)(e), -r < 19 < 0, 
t E (-co, co), is a periodic solution of (14) and, conversely, <f g(p), 1 p 1 < p1 , 
is a periodic solution of (14) in ZQ,, then gt(p) = tr(a, p)for some a. 
Proof. The first part is obvious, and the second follows from the fact 
that a(p) fulfills (14) for every tE R, and it has to fulfill (17) and (21). The 
results follow from the uniqueness of the solution in ZQ,, of (17). 
Equation (21) is generally known in the literature as “bifurcation equation” 
or “determining equation”. Notice that if A is empty, that is, zero is the 
only T-periodic solution f(2), then there is no relation (21) to fulfill and
we conclude that Eq. (14) has a unique periodic solution Y(P) which depends 
continuously on II, and tends to 0 as p -+ 0, that is, x(0) = 0. 
A method to determine T-periodic orbits of(14) for small p is then to 
find &a, ~2) satisfying (17) for 1 p I in some interval [0, p,,], substitute this 
value in (21), and solve for ain terms of CL. This method is too difficult to be
practical, the main difficulty arising from the fact hat ((a, p) is generally 
not know explicitly. On the other hand for any (a, p) we can find asequence 
t(“)(u, p) of T-periodic functions converging u iformly toE(u, p), due to the 
fact hat f(k)(u, p) is the fixed point of a contracting mapping. The sequence 
is given by 
pya, p) = aJeB- a,
(22) 
,yu, p) = 9(u, p)ry+"(U, p). 
Notice that due to the form of S(u, p) we have ft(u, 0)= @e% if either 
~(0, p) = 0, 0 Q p < H or a = 0. 
If the function [(a, CL) in Lemma 2 is differentiable with r spect toa, we 
can apply the implicit function theorem to decide on the solvability of 
Eq. (21) for aas a function fCL. In order to ensure this differentiability we 
will ask further restrictions on iV. 
LEMMA 3. If N(t, p, p) is us in Lemma 2 and moreover the Fre’chet d rivutive 
DJV(t, v, p) exists and is Lipschitziun in q~with Lipschitx coejicient ?(I p I, p) 
with the same properties us v,then the solution f(u, CL) of (17) is differentiable 
with respect to afor p and p suficiently small. 
Remarks: Notice that if N(t, v, ,u) = pN*(t, v), with N* and D,N* 
Lipschitzian the conditions f the lemma are fulfilled. If 7, +j are such that 
~(0, p) = q(O, p) = 0 for 0 < p < H, then the result isvalid for the solution 
contained in C, . 
Proof. The solution &(a, p) of (17) is the unique fixed point of the operator 
*(a, CL) defined in(19). From the form of 9t(u, p), it is clear that here is 
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a continuous linear operator 2 taking the space of continuous T-periodic 
functions of R into En into the space Z, such that he relation t(a, FL) =
g(a, ~)(&a, p)) is equivalent to he relation 
5(a, p) = @eB’ a + Y-Y - , 6 * (a, CL), I*). 
For any fixed vector b in EP, consider the equation 
Using the contraction mapping principle, it isvery easy to show that here 
are positive p,, pa independent of b such that his equation has a unique 
solution r(b, a, p) for / p 1 < /.L,, , a < p0 , which is linear nd continuous 
in b. Therefore I’(b, a, p) defines a continuous linear operator taking En 
into Z. Designating this operator byD,f(u, p), it is then an easy matter to 
show directly from the definition of the derivative that D,t(u, CL) is the 
derivative of [(a, cl) with respect toa. This will complete he proof of the 
lemma. 
We are now in a position to state he following theorem which gives easily 
verifiable sufficient conditions for the existence of T-periodic solutions. 
THEOREM 2. Let N = PM fuljill the conditions required for Lemma 3 and 
denote 
0, CL) = ,: e-BTWV M(T, 5,(a, 14, P) dT. (23) 
If there is un a, , 11 Qie%, I/ < H, --CO < t < m, such that 
Go y 0) = 0, det[aF(u, ,0)/&z] f 0, (24) 
then there xists p1> 0 such that Eq. (14) has a T-periodic solution x*(uo ,p) 
for 1p ) < h . This solution iscontinuous inp, and x:(uO, 0) = @e%, . 
Proof. From Lemma 2 there is a & such that [(a, CL) satisfying (17) 
exists for 1 p 1 < & and for all asuch that I/ @@‘a I/ < H, -CD < t < co. 
Let G(u, CL) = I’ U(-T)X,,~M(T, fT(u, p), p) d7. From Theorem 1, Eq. (14) 
has a T-periodic’solution for TV # 0if and only if there is an u(r) such that 
G(u(p), p)= 0. Lemma 3 implies that G(u, CL) is differentiable with r spect 
to a, and thus, if G(u, 0) = 0, D,G(a, 0) has a bounded inverse, then the 
implicit function theorem yields a T-periodic solution of (14) for 1 p 1 < p1 
for p1 sufficiently small. On the other hand, the form of N ensures that 
@e% = fl(u, 0)and h ence G(a, 0) = @F(u), D,G(u, 0) = @aF(u)/&z, and 
this yields the conclusion of the theorem. 
Notice that conditions (24) can be verified without the use of any higher 
approximations si ce tt(u, 0)= @P%. 
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If the Jacobian i Theorem 2 vanishes, then the existence of periodic 
solutions mu t depend upon some knowledge ofthe higher approximations. 
However the computation of the explicit expression f rthe first approxima- 
tion of xto is almost impossible. On the other hand, some qualitative knowledge 
of this approximation may be sufficient. In Section V we give an example to 
show how this can be accomplished. The basic difficulty in his analysis is 
to discover the dominant terms in a and p in the bifurcation function F(a, p). 
The most effective tool for such an investigation is the Newton polygon. 
We briefly describe this for the case where ais a scalar. Suppose F(0, 0) = 0 
and 
F(a, p) = pV(koumo + Klumlp +- a-* + kpamyny) +f(a, p) 
= PP(a, P)+f (a, 4, (25) 
where f(a, cl) consists of higher-order terms in a, p, and P(a, y) has been 
chosen in such a way as to take into account only the terms lying on the 
steepest side of the Newton polygon, i.e., the terms for which VFZ~/(~ - mj) 
is a minimum. If h = nj/(mo - m,), j = 0, l,..., p, a = E;u”, F(@, p) = 
&E, p), then 
F(fz, p) = p~+“*o(kotP + *‘a + kpy + f(cr, p) = p”+“wq) + f(4 y), 
wheref(4 CL) is o(~V+d~) for afixed d If we want to find g(p) for /.L sufficiently 
small such that P(+), p) = 0, we apply the implicit function theorem. 
From the form of r;i(~, CL)it is sufficient to find an d such that P(g) = 0, 
(~/~6)~(~) # 0. Th e existence of such as dimplies the existence of asolution 
of (25) with the asymptotic form a(p) = QA as p tends to zero. 
In the case in which F(uo ,0) = 0 for a, different from zero the treatment 
is analogous, butexpanding interms of a-a,. The same will apply for 
periodic solutions with amplitudes tending to co when TV tends to zero. 
This corresponds to the case of negative A.It can be treated byexpanding 
in terms of the reciprocal of .
III. THE AUTONOMOUS EQUATION 
We will apply here the results of the preceding section toan autonomous 
equation 
J#) = q.4 + N&t , 4, (26) 
L and N fulfilling the conditions f the previous section. We assume that 
L and N are real functionals over the space C = C([-r, 01, A”), and look 
for real solutions f (26). Th e complex case is similar but even simplier 
because the matrices involved can be diagonalized. 
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Let n be the set of all characteristic rootsof(2) which are integral mu tiples 
of wi for some given constant w and assume that he dimension p of P(A) 
equals the sum of the multiplicities of these roots. P(A) consists ofall 
elements ofC which are initial v ues ofT-periodic solutions f (2), T = 2r/w. 
In the real case we can always choose @ (see Section I)in such a way that 
the matrix B - B(W) is of the form 
B(w) = diag(0, , Cl(w),..., (27) 
where 0, is the q x q zero matrix, and njw are the imaginary parts of the 
elements of/1, n, ranging inthe positive integers. It may happen that wo nj 
have the same value for afinite number of indexes. 
Contrasting with the nonautonomous case, we cannot expect to preserve 
the period T = 2,/w under perturbation. H wever we do expect hat if 
some periodic solution f(26) tends to some periodic solution f(2) as /.L 
tends to zero, then its period is going to tend to T. We seek periodic solutions 
of (26) of period T(p) = 2~/w(p), with w(p) = w + ~7, where 7 is to be 
determined as afunction fII. 
If zt = h(t) + zto, w(t) = (Y, zJ, then Eq. (26) is equivalent to 
G(t) = qw(o)) w(t) + V(O) N(@w) + ZtQ, P), 
.,Q = U(t) zoQ + I" U(t - 7) XoQN(&.u(~) + z,Q, p) do, 
(28) 
t > 0. 
0 
Applying the T(p)-periodic change of variables w(t) = eB(@(p))ty(t), 
zto = xtQ, we obtain the system equivalent to (28), 
j(t) = pe-B(4d)tB(~) eB(h)Ny(t) 
+ e-B(W(a))tYI’(0) N(@PcwcP))ty(t) + x Q, p), 
Xt Q = U(t) XOQ + p I t U(t - T) XoQN(4Ww(~))ty(~) + x, ,p) d7, t >,a 0 
which is of the form 
9(t) = 4(t) + F(t, y(t), xtQ, l-5 9)s 
XtQ = u(t) X0’ + I” u(t - 7) xoQG(7, y(T), x ‘, /A q) dT, 
(29) 
t >, 0, 
0 
where A = 0, , F, and G are T(p)-periodic in t. 
The functions F and G fulfill a of the conditions which are necessary to 
apply Lemma 2 and Theorems 1and 2, even if in this case (29) does not 
correspond to any single equation like (14). Let us remark again that by xc 
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we are denoting a functional dependence ofelements ofC on R, and we don’t 
require the existence of I such that .r(t -k 0) = ~$0). 
If we take 
f(a, 79 CL) = J~%T Y(T, a, 7, d, .?Q(4 711 CL), CL, 7) dT, 
then, as in Theorem 2, we obtain that 
(30) 
f(ql ,‘lo ,0) = 0, ranUQ,,,)f(~o T 71~ ,O)) = P, (31) 
are sufficient conditions to ensure the possibility of expressing a and 7 as 
functions of I*. 
In this case we can determine 77and p - 1 components ofa as functions 
of p and the other component ofa. The arbitrariness of oneof the components 
of a is due to the autonomy of the system, inwhich a one-parameter family 
of periodic solutions corresponds to every closed orbit. 
IV. THE STABILITY OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
The results ofSection II can also be used to determine the stability 
characteristics of periodic solutions of functional differential equations. 
Consider the equation 
n(t) = L(x,) + pN(xt ,l-q. (32) 
Let xr be a T(p)-periodic solution f(32). If we are only interested in 
what happens in the vicinity of x* it is sometimes nough to consider the 
linear variational equation 
2:(t) = L(%) + tLL*(t, Zt CL), (33) 
where L* is the FrCchet derivative of N(x,* + q~, CL) with respect tov, which 
is T(p)-periodic in t.In the noncritical cases the stability properties of x: 
can be decided by the knowledge of the characteristic exponents of(33). 
In fact, ifall the characteristic exponents, except one which is zero, have 
negative r al parts, then x: is asymptotically stable with asymptotic phase. 
For simplicity, suppose that all the characteristic values of (2) have 
negative r al parts except those in A. We now give a procedure for deter- 
mining when all of the characteristic exponents of(33) for p small are in the 
left-hand plane with the exception of one which is identically zero. 
The decomposition of (33) by A yields the following equation for the 
orbits inP(A): 
cl(t) = Bw(t) + $P’(O)L*(t, @m(t) + ZtQ, /.Q. 
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Notice now that L* is T(p)-periodic and the change of variable w(t) =
@(w(p)) 3(t), Zt Q = stQ reduces itto the form 
j(t) = p( -e-B(w(C))tB(77)eBcw”“‘y(t) 
+ e-Bcw(~)FF(0)L*(t, @P(+))ty(t) + xtQ, p)). (34) 
From the work of Stokes and Shimanov we know that, corresponding to 
every characteristic exponent T,there xists a olution r(t) = eTtp(t), xtQ = 
e rt- Q xt , wherep(t) = ~(t + T(P)) (j us t as in the case with no lag). Substituting 
this value of r(t) in (34) and taking T = PV we obtain the following equation 
for p(t) : 
j(t) = -pup(t) + p( -e-B(w(a))“B(~)e”(o(‘))tP(t) 
+ e-B(w(~))tY’(0)L*(t, @eB(+))tp(t) + ZtQ, p)). (35) 
This equation isof the type studied inSection II, and we can find, by 
means of the determining equations, thevalues of v for which we have 
T(p)-periodic solutions f (35). These values are the characteristic exponents 
and X: is asymptotically stable ifall but one have negative r al parts. 
In most cases we don’t know what xf is exactly, but we know its limit 
value when p tends to zero. This value is, in general, good enough to determine 
the stability conditions formall values of TV because the characteristic expo-
nents of (33) are continuous in pwith one of them equal to zero, independently 
of p. If for ~1 = 0 all the exponents are to the left of the imaginary axis, this 
will be the case for any p small enough. 
For the general theory of periodic functional differential equations see 
Stokes [3] and Shimanov [d]. For the stability result mentioned above see 
Stokes [9], 
v. EXAMPLES 
We present here two examples toillustrate how the above method can be 
applied tosolve particular problems. 
Consider the equation 
x’(t) + at(t) + b2x(t) + kx(t - Y) + p[x(t - Y) - xyt - r)] = 0, (36) 
with a, b2, k, r, and ~1 positive constants. 
Using procedures similar tothe ones in Chapter 13 of [IO], wefind that 
for Y = 2, a = (64+)/&r, b = 1, and k = ar21/2/64, the characteristic 
equation corresponding to Eq. (36) with ~1 = 0 has exactly two imaginary 
roots &J, w = r/I!, and that he rest of the roots have negative r al part. 
For details of this and the rest of the example, see [II]. Byusing the theory 
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sketched inSection I we find B, CD, Y, and write the system in the form (28). 
Equations (31) supply the roots a = 0, 7 undetermined and a = (+f’*, 
7 = 0. This means that our equation has two periodic solutions (disregarding 
the phase) tending respectively to 0 and to the solution fzi = Bu with 
“radius” (#” as TV tends to 0. 
By applying the procedure ofSection IVwe compute approximately the 
characteristic exponents ofthe first variational Eq. (33) for the nonzero 
solution, a dwe obtain that one of them is negative and the other one is, 
of course, zero. This means that our solution is asymptotically stable. 
In the second example, suggested by J. K. Hale, we consider the equation 
*9(t) = (& -I- &o - I)(1 - XV)), /A > 0. (37) 
We compute, as before, the characteristic values for the unperturbed 
equation, and we find that all have negative r al part except the two simple 
roots -&r/2. We compute B, CD, Y, and we reduce the system to canonical 
form (28). The only solution to the determining equations is a = 0, but for 
this value the jacobian vanishes. We notice that our determining equations 
have terms like pa, pxtQ, a3, CZ*(X~Q)*, u(x~Q)~, etc., ofwhich we are interested 
in the lowest order ones. From the representation 
.I 
xtQ =J w - +GQ~(x, I P)dT, --r 
for the periodic solution, we obtain that +Q is of order tuz, and the Newton 
polygon tells u that we have to take into account inthe determining equations 
only the terms of order yu2 and ~9, and we can forget altogether about he 
terms containing xtQ. Taking this into account we obtain a = (8&r)1/2, 
p = 0. Notice that we would have obtained the same result ifwe replace 
x by P~/*x in Eq. (37). In fact, we would have obtained this result inthe 
fist approximation since the corresponding Jacobian isdifferent from zero. 
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